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Abstract: The evolution of different initial beach profiles towards the same final beach configuration
is investigated based on large-scale experimental data. The same wave condition was performed three
times, each time starting from a different initial profile morphology. The three different initial profiles
are an intermediate energy profile with an offshore bar and a small swash berm, a plane profile and
a low energy profile with a large berm. The three cases evolve towards the same final (equilibrium)
profile determined by the same wave condition. This implies that the same wave condition generates
different sediment transport patterns. Largest beach changes and differences in hydrodynamics
occur in the beginning of the experimental cases, highlighting the coupling between morphology and
hydrodynamics for beach evolution towards the same profile. The coupling between morphology and
hydrodynamics that leads to the same final beach profile is associated with differences in sediment
transport in the surf and swash zone, and is explained by the presence of bar and berm features.
A large breaker bar and concave profile promote wave energy dissipation and reduce the magnitudes
of the mean near-bed flow velocity close to the shoreline limiting shoreline erosion. In contrast,
a beach profile with reflective features, such as a large berm and a small or no bar, increases negative
velocity magnitudes at the berm toe promoting shoreline retreat. The findings are summarised in
a conceptual model that describes how the beach changes towards equilibrium from two different
initial morphologies.

Keywords: beach equilibrium; initial morphology; large-scale experiments; beach erosion;
beach recovery; sediment transport

1. Introduction

It is a widely accepted concept that beaches (hereinafter defined as the entire active movable
bed from the shoaling to the swash zone [1]) evolve towards an equilibrium configuration under
constant wave action for a sufficient duration. It states that, for a given wave condition, the beach
morphology and the hydrodynamics develop together towards a stable, i.e., equilibrium, condition
with no sediment transport gradients [2,3]. In fact, in most cases, a strict equilibrium condition is not
reached and hence equilibrium conditions often refer to a quasi-equilibrium where beach changes are
not exactly zero but close to zero [3]. Formulations of equilibrium beach profiles have been established
and they have been fundamental for the development of beach evolution models [4–8].
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Wright and Short [9] presented the concept of the equilibrium beach states that result from the
dominant surf zone wave forcing. Different beach states can be distinguished by morphological beach
features, of which the bar and the berm are two of the most striking in the two-dimensional plane.
A bar and a small onshore berm are generally associated with higher energy beach states [9] where the
bar promotes wave breaking and wave energy dissipation [10–14]. A large and wide berm is generally
associated with low energy beaches [9]. The presence of a berm has been linked to berm overwash
and sediment accumulation on the berm crest [15] and to horizontal sediment advection and the
consequent cross-shore distribution of sediment transport [16–18].

In terms of the beach evolution towards equilibrium, important influencing factors are the wave
conditions and their duration, as well as the initial beach configuration (e.g., [7,14,19–21]). Usually,
the wave condition determines the equilibrium profile, towards which the beach evolves, while
the duration of the wave forcing determines how close the beach profile is to the final equilibrium
configuration (e.g., [4,7,19,21]). Consequently, depending on the initial morphology, a given wave
condition can cause important differences in sediment transport which can lead to opposite signs in
bulk sediment transport, i.e., the same wave condition can generate offshore or onshore sediment
transport for different initial morphologies. This highlights that the terms ‘erosion’ and ‘accretion’
cannot be associated by default with high and low energy wave conditions, respectively, but that also
the initial morphology needs to be considered [7,14,21].

In relation to the influence of the initial beach morphology, the availability of sediment along the
profile is also important for an equilibrium profile to develop. Baldock et al. [14] and Birrien et al. [20]
investigated morphological hysteresis where the same wave condition produced different equilibrium
beach profiles, mainly because sediment becomes stranded offshore by storm conditions, making it
unavailable for subsequent lower waves. Therefore, subsequent waves eroded sediment from around
the shoreline generating a new equilibrium profile for these wave conditions. As a result, a certain
wave energy can be required to mobilise stranded offshore sediments and to maintain the active beach
profile [22,23].

Although the equilibrium concept is widely accepted in coastal morphodynamics, details of
the coupling between hydrodynamics and morphology leading to an equilibrium profile are not
fully understood. Eichentopf et al. [13] studied the coupling between the same initial morphology
and different low energy wave conditions and identified important differences in the bar migration
pattern. However, no data were available for the opposite case, where the initial morphology varies
for the same wave condition. More detailed knowledge of the influence of the initial profile on
equilibrium beach evolution is highly important to understand different beach changes generated by
the same wave conditions which can ultimately be of interest for coastal management practices. This
is, for instance, relevant in the context of beach nourishments which alter the beach profile for the
same wave forcing [24]. It is also relevant in the recently growing research area of storm sequencing
and beach response [25] as storms within sequences make landfall on different initial morphologies.
Recent studies have highlighted beach equilibrium evolution under storm sequence forcing, but
details of the resulting coupling between hydrodynamics and the varying morphologies are not well
understood [21,26,27].

The aim of the present work is to investigate how different initial beach morphologies evolve
towards the same final (equilibrium) profile under the same wave condition using a recently obtained
large-scale laboratory data set of beach profile and hydrodynamic measurements. Specifically, it
expands the work presented by Eichentopf et al. [21] by studying the observed equilibrium beach
evolution of a specific wave condition starting from three different initial beach morphologies in detail.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental setup, including the
wave condition, the measurements and the initial morphological conditions. The data analysis follows
in Section 3. Results comprise the profile evolution, sediment transport and hydrodynamics and are
presented in Section 4 followed by a conceptual model and discussion in Section 5. Section 6 concludes
the paper.
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2. Experimental Setup

The data investigated in the present work were acquired within the HYDRALAB+ transnational
access project RESIST. These experiments were performed in the large-scale wave flume (CIEM
flume) at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya which is 100 m long, 3 m wide and 4.5 m deep.
The flume is equipped with a wedge-type wave maker. A complete description of the experimental
setup, the measuring programme and the wave conditions can be found in Eichentopf et al. [28].
Here, we describe the aspects that are most relevant for the present work.

In the RESIST experiments, two high energy (E1 and E2) and three low energy wave conditions
(A1, A2 and A3) were combined into three sequences of alternating high-low energy wave conditions.
At the beginning of each sequence, a benchmark case (condition B) with a significant wave height of
0.42 m and a peak period of 4 s was run for 30 min to homogenise and compact the manually shaped
profile. Table 1 shows the order of the wave conditions with their duration and dimensionless sediment
settling velocity Ω, which is calculated as:

Ω =
Hs

ws · Tp
(1)

where Hs (m) is the wave height, Tp (s) the wave period and ws (m/s) the sediment settling velocity,
which is 0.034 m/s. The reader is referred to Eichentopf et al. [21,28] for details of each wave condition.

Each of these sequences commenced from a 1/15 sloped, handmade initial beach profile.
The shoreline of this plane profile, calculated as the intercept between the profile and the still water
level (SWL), of each sequence is used as the origin of the x–z coordinate system. x corresponds to the
horizontal direction and is negative towards the wave paddle; z presents the vertical coordinate and is
positive upwards. The beach consisted of commercial sand with a narrow grain size distribution and
a mean grain size d50 = 0.25 mm.

Table 1. Sequences of wave conditions, their duration and dimensionless sediment settling velocity Ω.

Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3
Condition Duration (min) Ω (-) Condition Duration (min) Ω (-) Condition Duration (min) Ω (-)

B 30 3.09 B 30 3.09 B 30 3.09
E1 240 5.09 E2 120 3.90 E1 240 5.09
A1 600 2.00 A1 600 2.00 A2 780 1.50
E2 120 3.90 E1 240 5.09 E2 120 3.90
A1 600 2.00 A1 600 2.00 A3 1440 1.03

As a result of the combination of the five wave conditions in different orders, the same wave
conditions were run from different initial morphologies. The present study focuses on condition
E2 (highlighted in bold on Table 1), which was performed three times, each time commencing from
a different initial morphology. Hereinafter, we will refer to E2 performed in sequences 1, 2, and 3 as
case 1, case 2 and case 3, respectively. Throughout the measuring campaign, the entire beach profile
remained active, i.e., previously moved sediment was still accessible by subsequent waves.

2.1. Wave Condition E2

Wave condition E2 is an energetic wave condition, which is typically classified as ‘erosive’
condition due to its comparably large dimensionless sediment settling velocity (Ω = 3.9). It is
a bichromatic wave condition which presents repeatable wave groups. In the RESIST project, repeatable
wave conditions were required for the analysis of detailed sediment transport data which have been
investigated in accompanying studies (see, for instance, van der Zanden et al. [29]). Previous studies
on data from the same wave flume showed that beach profile evolution under bichromatic waves is
similar to random waves, in contrast to monochromatic waves [30].
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Details of the wave condition and its two components (with indices 1 and 2 for component 1
and 2, respectively) are summarised in Table 2. The target spectral wave height Hs close to the wave
paddle was 0.49 m and the mean primary wave period Tp = 2/( f1 + f2) was 3.7 s. Tg presents the
period of one wave group (Tg = 1/( f1 − f2)), each comprising three short waves. Tr corresponds to
the repetition period, i.e., the period after which a defined number of wave groups repeats exactly. In
the present case, Tr = 2 · Tg. The waves were fully modulated, i.e., H1 = H2.

Waves were generated using first-order wave generation without active wave absorption to allow
for sufficient stroke length to generate the high energy wave condition. Previous studies, which
involved the same [21] and other data [31,32] from the same wave flume, described a minor influence
(<1 cm) of basin seiching and other spurious long waves.

Each case of condition E2 consisted of four 30 min runs resulting in a total duration of 120 min of
condition E2 in each case.

Table 2. Target values of wave condition E2.

H1 (m) f1 (Hz) H2 (m) f2 (Hz) Hs (m) Tp (s) Tg (s) Tr (s)

0.245 0.3041 0.245 0.2365 0.49 3.7 14.8 29.6

2.2. Measurements

The beach profile was measured along a central line of the flume after every 30 min run as well as
before the start of condition E2. The profile measurements were performed by means of a mechanical
profiler with a spacial resolution of 0.02 m and a vertical measuring accuracy of 0.01 m.

Information on the locations of the runup and rundown limit as well as on the offshore and
onshore limit of wave breaking were acquired by means of visual observations during the first 5–10 min
of each run. Wave breaking was identified visually as the point where the wave has started overturning
(breaking point [33]) and before the collapsing wave hits the water surface (plunge point [34]). Owing to
the bichromatic, i.e., repeatable, wave conditions, the breaking limits can be identified well by means of
visual observation of a certain number of waves. Hence, the outer breaking location can be associated
with breaking of the largest waves, the inner breaking location relates to breaking of the smallest waves
of the group. The region offshore of the outer breaking location is hereafter defined as shoaling zone;
the region onshore of the outer breaking is referred to as surf zone. The surf zone is further divided
into the breaking zone, where most of the waves, large and small, break (region between outer and
inner breaking), and the inner surf zone, where waves propagate as broken waves or turbulent bores
(region onshore of the inner breaking up to the rundown limit) (adapted from [33,35]).

Water surface elevation was measured by means of resistive wave gauges (RWG) and acoustic
wave gauges (AWG) at a frequency of 40 Hz. RWGs were primarily deployed in the deeper part of the
flume and the shoaling region while AWGs were primarily deployed in the shoaling, surf and swash
zones. In addition to water surface elevation, AWGs also measure exposed bed levels in the swash
zone (see Section 3.3). In the inner surf and swash zone, i.e., between x ≈−2 to 7 m, AWGs had a high
spatial resolution of circa 1 m. The theoretical measuring accuracy of the AWGs is 0.2 mm, except for
the two most onshore located AWGs for which it is 0.02 mm [29].

The three-dimensional velocity was measured at five fixed locations by means of acoustic doppler
velocimeters (ADV) at a frequency of 100 Hz. The ADVs were deployed at a vertical elevation of 0.03 m
above the initial bed and repositioned before the start of each run. An additional ADV was deployed
at a mobile frame that is mounted to a mobile trolley allowing the horizontal and vertical positioning
of the instrumentation.

In Table 3, the instrument locations at the beginning of the first run of case 1 are summarised.
For cases 2 and 3, the instrument locations were highly similar to case 1 with small variations between
2 and 20 cm in cross-shore direction which arise due to small variations in the handmade initial
profiles of each sequence. In case 3, an additional ADV was deployed at x =−4.52 m at 3 cm above the
initial bed.
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Table 3. Instrument locations and vertical elevations above the bed at the start of the first run of case 1.

Device Quantity x-Location (in m) (vertical elevation above the bed (in m), where applicable)

RWG 12 −63.4, −48.22, −46.71, −42.3, −35.23, −31.16, −27.12, −23.18, −19.21, −17.42, −15.66, −11.3

AWG 19 −56.04, −44.94, −21.85, −20.55, −14.66, −13.26, −9.57, −7.38, −5.57, −3.44, −1.57, −0.52,
0.47, 1.25, 2.31, 3.5, 4.55, 5.56, 6.51

ADV 6 −11.39 (0.085), −1.54 (0.03), −0.52 (0.03), 0.27 (0.03), 1.28 (0.03), 2.26 (0.03)

2.3. Initial Conditions

As aforementioned, condition E2 was performed three times but from varying initial morphologies.
These morphologies are shown in Figure 1 and a brief description of the main features is given
in Table 4.

In case 1, condition E2 was run from a profile that developed under a (slightly) low energy
condition with a dimensionless sediment settling velocity Ω = 2. The resulting profile is characterised
by a pronounced bar–trough relief (main breaker bar) with a secondary inner bar and a small berm
(between x ≈ 2 to 3 m). This profile configuration can be classified following [9] as an intermediate
beach with elements of the ‘rhythmic bar and beach state’ (RBB), such as a pronounced bar–trough
relief and a small berm, even though three-dimensional features cannot be defined in the present
study. It should be noted that the low energy condition prior to E2 was run from a high energy profile
(see Table 1) after which limited shoreline recovery occured during the low energy condition [21].
Prior to the start of E2, the bar had a considerable volume, and it was located at x ≈−7.7 m (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Initial morphologies of the three cases.

In case 2, condition E2 commenced from an almost plane, 1/15 sloped beach profile. Case 2 was
run after 30 min of a random wave condition (condition B in Table 1) with Ω = 3.09 (performed to
homogenise and compact the manually shaped bed).

In case 3, the initial profile is a low energy beach with elements of a low energy intermediate
‘ridge-tunnel type’ (RR) and of a reflective beach [9]. Noticeable features of the initial profile are a small
bar, a pronounced berm (at x ≈ 0 to 3 m) and a runnel. The profile had developed under a low energy
wave condition with Ω = 1.5 (see Table 1).

Table 4. Initial beach morphologies of the three cases.

Case Overall Profile Bar Swash Berm

Case 1 Profile after slightly accretive condition Offshore bar Small swash berm
Case 2 (Almost) plane profile Barless No swash berm
Case 3 Low energy beach Small bar in shallow water Large berm with runnel

The initial shoreline location is relatively similar for cases 2 and 3 and is further offshore, i.e., the
beach is wider, than for case 1. In both cases 1 and 3, the initial shoreline is found near the toe of the
swash berm.
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The same wave condition was performed in each case. Figure 2 shows a segment of circa 100 s of
the water surface elevation measured at x ≈−63.4 m (corresponding to circa 11.8 m distance from the
wave paddle) which proves the similarity between the generated waves. The mean difference between
the generated water surface time series lies between 0.1–1 % of the target Hs, which is in a similar range
as the variability between the waves generated in different runs of E2 but within the same sequence.

Figure 2. Segment of water surface elevation measurement by RWG at x ≈−63.4 m.

3. Data Analysis

3.1. Sediment Transport Calculated from Bed Profile Measurements

Sediment transport rates q (m2/s) can be calculated at each cross-shore location xi (m) based on
sediment mass conservation (‘Exner equation’) for any bed level change ∆zi (m) over the associated
time interval ∆t (s) [30]:

q(xi) = q(xi−1)−
∫ xi

xi−1

(1 − p)
∆z
∆t

dx (2)

where p (-) presents the porosity of the sediment which was previously measured and which is
close to 0.4. q provides direct indication of the direction and magnitude of sediment transported
along the profile. This calculation is performed starting from the offshore or onshore boundary (xo f f
and xon, respectively) beyond which no sediment transport occurs (closure limits). Positive values of q
indicate onshore sediment transport; negative values correspond to offshore sediment transport.

Integration of q along x and multiplication by the time interval ∆t between the profile
measurements yields the bulk sediment transport Q (m3) [30]:

Q = ∆t
∫ xon

xo f f

q(x)dx (3)

Q provides an indication of the overall beach response being erosive (negative values of Q) or
accretive (positive values of Q).

3.2. Data Treatment

ADVs were primarily placed in the inner surf and swash zone where the sensors are intermittently
emerged and submerged. Low quality data, primarily associated with exposed sensors during
wave backwash, were detected based on correlation statistics (signal amplitude below 75 counts
or signal-to-noise ratio below 15 dB), discarded and not replaced. From the cleaned data, spurious high
frequency data are removed by applying a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 3 Hz. The first
60 s and the last 120 s of each ADV time series were discarded.

The repeatable bichromatic wave conditions allow ensemble averaging of hydrodynamic
measurements at the repetition period. The detailed procedure to obtain the ensemble averaged
data are described in van der Zanden et al. [29]. Subsequently, the maximum wave height Hmax
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is obtained as the difference between the maximum and the minimum water surface elevation of
an ensemble.

3.3. Bed Level Changes from AWG Measurements

AWG measurements in the inner surf and swash zone can be used to obtain bed level
changes [29,36,37]. AWGs measure the distance to the surface and are calibrated to an initial level,
which is, depending on their cross-shore location, either the still water level or the exposed bed.
When waves run up and down the beachface between the locations of the rundown and runup limit,
the bed is intermittently exposed, which is also measured by the AWGs.

Based on the rundown limit, which was observed during the experimental run, and visual
inspection of the AWG time series, the most offshore AWG location where the bed was intermittently
exposed and hence, measured by the AWGs, was identified. Because some AWGs have their initial
reference with respect to the still water level and to ensure the first short waves have arrived at the
beach, the initial bed level is taken as the exposed bed after circa 90 s (after the first three wave groups).
Subsequently, a moving minimum approach is applied with a window size corresponding to the
repetition period (Tr = 29.6 s) to obtain bed level changes between consecutive wave group repeats.

4. Results

4.1. Profile Evolution

The beach profiles obtained by means of the mechanical profiler in intervals of 30 min
(after each run) are shown in Figure 3 for cases 1–3 (panels a–c, respectively). The colour changes from
light to dark as time progresses. The final profiles of the three cases are shown in Figure 4.

It becomes evident that the beach profile develops towards a similar final profile in the three cases
(Figure 4 and black lines in Figure 3), characterised by a main breaker bar–trough system and
a secondary bar, a concave profile in the inner surf and swash zone, and the presence of a small berm
at the maximum runup location. This final beach configuration is considered to be the equilibrium
profile associated with condition E2. The same final beach profile develops, even though the cases
start from highly different initial morphologies, indicating that the final profile configuration is largely
determined by the wave condition (in line with e.g., [4,7,19,21]).

Largest beach changes occur during the initial stage of condition E2 and beach changes become
smaller as the profile approaches the final (equilibrium) configuration (Figure 3). Case 1 (intermediate
initial beach profile) is characterised by offshore migration of the breaker bar and of the outer breaking
location (from x ≈−7.7 m to x ≈−9.1 m), including also offshore migration of the secondary inner
bar and the inner breaking location. The small existing berm (at x ≈ 2.5 m) disappears and a new
berm evolves close to the maximum runup location. In case 2 (almost plane 1/15 sloped initial profile),
a breaker bar develops at x ≈−8.7 m and shows only little offshore migration to x ≈−9.5 m towards
the final beach configuration. The shoreline erodes and a berm forms near the maximum runup location
as the beach evolves from a planar to a concave profile. In case 3 (low energy initial profile), the existing
bar (at x ≈−4.4 m) is eroded and a new bar forms further offshore near the bar location of the final
beach configuration (at x ≈−9.3 m). The large berm of the initial profile is eroded along with the
shoreline. As in cases 1 and 2, a small berm evolves near the maximum runup limit.

A fast evolution of the beach during the initial stage of a wave condition are in line with
equilibrium-type beach evolution models, which state that beach changes are faster for a larger
disequilibrium of the beach profile for a given wave condition [4,7]. In addition, beach changes in the
beginning of relatively energetic wave conditions, such as the present condition E2, were previously
reported to occur quickly [21,27].
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Figure 3. Beach profile evolution in 30 min time intervals. Colour changes from light to dark as
time progresses. The dashed-dotted line presents the initial beach profile. Vertical dashed (solid) lines
indicate the outer and inner breaking locations taken from observations during the first (last) 30 min
run. Arrows indicate the rundown and runup limit during the first 30 min run. (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2;
(c) Case 3.

Figure 4. Final morphologies of the three cases.

During the first run, differences in the wave breaking location (vertical dashed lines in Figure 3)
highlight the morphodynamic feedback. In case 1, the outer breaking location is controlled by the
offshore located bar that is present at the beginning of condition E2. In contrast, in cases 2 and 3,
the outer wave breaking location is initially not controlled by the breaker bar. This is because the initial
profile is an almost plane profile (case 2) or the bar is small and far onshore so that the largest waves
break before arriving at the existing bar location (case 3). In these cases, the outer wave breaking occurs
close to the final bar location of condition E2 where the bar is located directly after the first wave run.
Generally, the breaker bar is found near the outer breaking location similar to other wave conditions in
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the same experiment [21] and in other studies, especially for high energy wave conditions [11–13,38,39].
Towards the end of condition E2, the outer wave breaking location (last run indicated by vertical
solid lines) is highly similar between the cases. This indicates the importance of the coupling between
morphology and hydrodynamics during the first run leading to the equilibrium profile.

Differences between the cases can also be observed in terms of the region between the rundown
and runup limits, i.e., the swash excursion. The swash excursion appears to be largest in case 2,
which started from the almost plane beach profile. Due to the plane profile, there were no beach
features that hindered the waves from going up onto the beach and running back. In case 3, the wave
runup goes beyond the berm directly from the beginning of condition E2, which is important for the
evolution of the swash berm as will be further shown in Section 4.5.

The evolution of the different initial beach profiles towards the same final (equilibrium)
morphology is also supported by the similarity of specific beach parameters, such as the bar and
the shoreline location (Figure 5). Figure 5 reveals an equilibrium bar location at x ≈−9.3 m and
an equilibrium shoreline location at x ≈ 1.3 m with a variability between the cases of 0.44 m and
0.1 m for the bar and the shoreline, respectively, which can be considered small [13]. The final
equilibrium shoreline and bar locations are the same despite the differences in the initial locations.
The disequilibrium of the bar and the shoreline in the beginning of condition E2 is largest in case 3 and
smallest in case 1.

Figure 5. Bar and shoreline location during 120 min of condition E2 for case 1 (◦), case 2 (◦) and
case 3 (◦). (a) Bar location; (b) Shoreline location.

The bar reaches its equilibrium location during the first run of condition E2 (Figure 5a).
As aforementioned, the bar of the initial profile of case 3 does not migrate offshore but is eroded
and a new bar forms during the first run of E2 in case 3.

Differences in beach evolution between the three cases become also evident for the shoreline
(Figure 5b). While the shoreline erodes in cases 2 and 3, it is at a relatively stable location in case 1.
This can be related to the initial shoreline in case 1 being close to the equilibrium shoreline location of
condition E2. In both case 1 and case 3, the initial shoreline is at the toe of the swash berm. In case 1,
this berm is small and hence does not have an important effect on the shoreline location after being
eroded, while, in case 3, the berm is large and, hence, strong erosion of the berm leads to a large shift
of the shoreline towards the onshore.

It becomes evident that largest morphological changes occur during the first 30 min of condition
E2. Therefore, we will primarily focus on this run in what follows.

4.2. Sediment Transport

Sediment transport rates q can be calculated from bed level changes following Equation (2).
Figure 6 shows q along the flume during the first run of E2 (solid lines) as well as q over the
entire 120 min duration of condition E2 for reference (dashed-dotted lines). Note that q presents
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a time-averaged quantity over the duration ∆t (see Equation (2)) and, therefore, q over the entire
120 min duration can have smaller magnitudes than q during the first run.

Some similitude in the cross-shore shape for both q during the first run as well as for q during the
entire duration of E2 can be observed: (1) Slight onshore sediment transport in the shoaling region
before wave breaking which is usually associated with wave asymmetries [10,11,40–42]. (2) Offshore
sediment transport around the breaking zone, typically associated with offshore directed mean return
flow (undertow) [10–12,42]. A wider breaking zone corresponds to a wider region of offshore sediment
transport in Figure 6 (compare, for instance, case 1 and case 3). It can be noted that the observed limits
of the breaking zone do not always perfectly coincide with the separation between on- and offshore
sediment transport which might be related to limitations in the visually observed breaking locations as
well as the driving processes acting slightly beyond the observed breaking limits. (3) Positive sediment
transport in the most onshore part of the swash zone (i.e., x > 2 m) resulting in filling of a previously
formed runnel and/or building of a berm [15,18,43]. This berm is smaller and located further onshore
than the swash berm of the initial profile (at x ≈ 6–7 m).

Figure 6. Left ordinate: Sediment transport rate q during the first run (first 30 min) (solid black line)
and during the entire duration of E2 (120 min) (dashed-dotted black line). Values of the bulk sediment
transport Q are given for the first run (index ‘1’) and for the total duration of condition E2 (index ‘tot’).
Vertical dashed lines mark the breaking region during the first run. Right ordinate: initial and final
profile of each case as dashed-dotted and solid grey lines, respectively. (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2; (c) Case 3.

A closer examination of the three cases reveals differences between the sediment transport rates of
the three cases. Maximum offshore sediment tranport magnitudes are larger in cases 2 and 3 compared
to case 1 and, as aforementioned, offshore transport occurs over a wider region associated with a wider
breaking zone. This can be related to the evolution of the breaker bar: while the size and shape of the
bar in case 1 does not change significantly and, hence, does not require additional sediment supply, the
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bar in cases 2 and 3 forms during the first run of E2. In addition, in case 3, the small initial onshore
located bar gets eroded resulting in large sediment transport magnitudes at x ≈ −5 m.

In the inner surf and the most offshore region of the swash zone sediment transport magnitudes
and directions are highly different between the cases, especially between cases 1 and 3. In case 1, the
sediment in the inner surf zone is moved onshore to build the new berm at x ≈ 6 m. In contrast, in
case 3, large offshore sediment transport magnitudes are present in the inner surf zone which sharply
change into onshore directed sediment transport at x ≈ 2 m. Combining this with the initial beach
profile of case 3, it appears that sediment onshore of the crest of the berm, i.e., x > 2 m, is moved
onshore filling up the runnel, while sediment offshore of the berm crest is moved offshore filling up the
trough of the initial bar and supplying sediment towards the formation of the newly developing bar.

In terms of sediment exchange between the surf and the swash zone, the above observations
indicate that, in case of a low energy initial profile (case 3), a large amount of sediment is drawn from
the swash into the surf zone as the berm gets eroded. In contrast, in case of the intermediate energy
initial profile (case 1), sediment is moved from the surf into the swash zone.

Overall, the identified differences in sediment transport rates result in different values of the
bulk sediment transport Q between the cases. Qtot can also be considered as a quantification of the
disequilibrium of the initial beach profile to its final configuration, i.e., how much bulk sediment needs
to be moved for the profile to reach its equilibrium for the prevailing wave condition. For the present
study, where all cases result in a similar final profile, case 1 (intermediate energy initial profile) requires
a positive (onshore) bulk sediment transport to reach the final profile configuration. In contrast, for the
initial plane and low energy profile in cases 2 and 3, respectively, negative (offshore), bulk transport
is needed to reach the final profile that is more eroded compared to the initial profiles. Negative Q
values are largest in case 3 indicating a large disequilibrium of the initial beach morphology.

4.3. Wave Heights along the Flume

The water surface elevation was measured at a high spatial resolution along the flume allowing
the investigation of the cross-shore wave height evolution. Figure 7 presents the wave height during
the first run of E2 along the flume measured by means of RWGs and AWGs (left ordinate). The wave
height is presented as maximum wave height Hmax of the ensemble averaged data of the first run.
Hmax accounts for all waves in each ensemble and, therefore, presents a useful indicator for the wave
height reduction and, hence, energy dissipation of the entire repeatable wave train. The profiles before
and after the run as well as the breaking zone are also shown for reference.

A typical cross-shore pattern of wave height evolution can be observed with relatively constant
wave heights in the planar bed part of the flume, increase of the wave height due to shoaling
when waves get into shallower water and subsequent wave height reduction and associated energy
dissipation due to wave breaking. In all three cases, largest values of Hmax occur at the outer breaking
location associated with large instability of the shoaling waves.

Some differences in the cross-shore wave height evolution between the three cases can be observed
even though Figure 7 suggests that these differences are relatively small between the cases, especially
compared to the large differences in sediment transport rates (Figure 6). Evident differences occur
primarily in the breaking zone and can be linked to the differences in the initial profiles. As mentioned
in Section 4.1 and as also evident from Figure 7, wave breaking initiates more onshore in case 1
compared to cases 2 and 3 as it is controlled by the initial bar. Moreover, maximum values of Hmax at the
outer breaking location are largest in case 1, which can be associated with the steep offshore slope of the
bar promoting wave shoaling. Subsequently, the bar promotes breaking of all, including the smallest,
waves resulting in a narrow breaking zone associated with concentrated wave energy dissipation.
In this region, a strong mean return flow [10–12] and high suspended sediment concentrations due to
breaking-induced turbulence [42] may exist, moving the existing bar offshore . The confined region of
wave energy dissipation links up with the narrow region of offshore sediment transport in case 1, as
was shown in Figure 6a.
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Consequently, the existing bar in case 1 and the associated larger energy dissipation importantly
contribute to the protection of the beach from the incoming waves. Waves of large wave height or
breaking waves may not get as close onto the beach protecting the beach from the wave impact. This is
in line with, for instance, Grasso et al. [24], who reported that a larger bar promoted increased wave
energy dissipation resulting in less offshore sediment transport and reduced shore erosion.

Figure 7. Wave height along the flume during the first run of condition E2. Left ordinate: Maximum
wave height obtained from ensemble averaged data. Right ordinate: pre- and post-run profile as grey
and black solid line, respectively. Dashed lines indicate the breaking zone (from observations). Arrows
indicate the shoreline location of the initial profile. (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2; (c) Case 3.

4.4. Time-Averaged Velocities

Figure 8 shows the time-averaged near-bed flow velocities ū (Figure 8) in the inner surf and swash
zone. For case 2, the velocity measurements could not be included due to limited data quality. From the
second run, the mean velocities were found to have a highly similar cross-shore shape and magnitude
between the three cases which highlights that a morphodynamic feedback exists, i.e., differences
between the mean velocities of cases 1 and 3 during the first run can be linked to the differences in the
initial profiles.

A general cross-shore shape of the mean velocities, which are all offshore directed, becomes
evident from Figure 8: mean velocities have small magnitudes offshore of the breaking zone which is
associated with limited offshore sediment transport (see Figure 6a,c). Note that these velocities were
measured at 8 cm in case 1 and at 10 cm in case 3 from the initial bed and hence, velocities measured
closer to the bed would be expected to be of even smaller magnitude. Mean velocities become more
negative towards the onshore and have their largest magnitude onshore of the breaking zone which
may, however, be related to the measuring resolution. Mean velocity magnitudes decrease onshore of
x ≈−1 m.

The spatial resolution of the velocity measurements is limited in the breaking zone and, hence,
does not allow for a clear link between the mean return flow and the breaker bar evolution as well as
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the investigation of the differences between case 1 and case 3 from the data. In case 1, offshore directed
mean velocities would be expected to have a maximum in the breaker zone in line with previous
studies [10,11,42]. This is also where largest offshore sediment transport takes place contributing to
the offshore migration of the breaker bar (see Figure 6a).

Figure 8. Time-averaged near-bed flow velocities ū during first run of cases 1 and 3 (left ordinate).
Velocites were measured at 3 cm above the initial bed (solid circles), except for the most offshore
velocites which were measured at 8 cm and 10 cm in cases 1 and 3, respectively (hollow circles).
Right ordinate: pre- and post-run profile measurement as solid and dashed-dotted lines, respectively.
Vertical lines indicate the breaking zone during the first run. Arrows indicate the shoreline location of
the initial profile.

Around x ≈ 0 m, i.e., in the inner surf and the beginning of the swash zone, the spatial measuring
resolution is larger and Figure 8 indicates differences between the two cases. In case 3, a strong
reduction of the mean velocity magnitude occurs over a narrow cross-shore region (two red dots at
x ≈ −0.5 m and 0.5 m). In contrast, in case 1, the decrease of the the velocity magnitude appears
to be more gentle and the velocity magnitude is closer to zero at the initial shoreline (see arrows
in Figure 8). These differences can be related to differences in the berm between the two cases where
the berm is much larger and steeper in case 3. In fact, the reduction of the mean velocity in case 3
occurs almost exactly over the steep offshore-facing berm slope which has similarly been observed in
the field [43]. Consequently, the large and steep berm decelerates the mean flow velocity towards its
crest and increases it towards the toe. Since this happens over a narrow area due to the large slope
of the berm, this change in velocity is associated with a large gradient in sediment transport rate
(see Figure 6c) mobilising an important amount of sediment at the toe of the berm where large offshore
mean velocities coincide with largest offshore sediment transport magnitudes.

In contrast, in case 1, the berm is much smaller, and the velocity reduces more gently. The velocity
magnitude is smallest near the toe of the berm, which corresponds to the location of the initial shoreline
of case 1. This might be related to the onshore limit of the breaking zone being further offshore as it
does not allow unbroken waves to get close onto the beach compared to case 3. This again highlights
the importance of the breaker bar promoting wave breaking and hence wave energy dissipation further
offshore. The smaller mean velocity magnitudes at the initial shoreline in case 1 are less likely to
promote erosion; in fact, Figure 6a suggests onshore sediment transport in this area. Berm formation
and onshore sediment transport in the swash zone have been linked to the advection of sediment
from the inner surf and/or lower swash zone, even under conditions with negative mean near-bed
velocities [17,18].

4.5. Bed Level Changes during the First Run in the Swash Zone

Bed profile measurements were performed between each wave run and hence provide information
on bed level changes with a temporal resolution of 30 min. As shown in Section 4.1, largest
morphological changes occur during the first run of condition E2. To investigate the bed evolution
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within this first run in further detail, the bed profile change in the inner surf and swash zone obtained
by means of the AWG measurements (as described in Section 3) is shown in Figure 9 (right panels).
For reference, the left panels show the corresponding initial and final profile of the first run obtained
by means of the mechanical profiler.

Observations can be made in terms of the timing of the evolution towards a concave swash profile
and associated differences in the evolution between the cases. In case 1, both erosion of the berm and
onshore deposition of sediment (at x > 4 m) start from the beginning of the run. At the initial shoreline
location (x ≈ 1.5 m), the profile change is very small with small accretion towards the end of the run
which is in line with the slight shoreline accretion (see Figure 5b). Overall, the volume of the sediment
deposited onshore of x > 4 m is larger than the eroded volume resulting in overall onshore directed
sediment transport in this area (see Figures 6a and 9a,b).

Figure 9. Profile evolution in the inner surf and swash zone within the first 30 min run (between 100 s
and 1700 s): top, middle, and bottom panels correspond to case 1, case 2 and case 3, respectively. (a,c,e)
Profiles measured by mechanical profiler before (pinitial) and after (pfinal) the first run of condition E2;
(b,d,f) Profile change ∆z obtained from AWG measurements.

In case 2, which started from the plane profile, no beach features are present and a clear separation
(at x ≈ 3.5 m) between an area of sediment deposition (x > 3.5 m) and erosion (x < 3.5 m) can
be observed towards the evolution of a concave swash profile, which is supported by previous
studies [18,29,44]. The net transport of sediment is negative resulting in a net export of sediment from
the swash to the inner surf zone (see, for instance, van der Zanden et al. [29]). Sediment deposition
initiates almost at the same time as sediment erosion. In both case 1 and case 2, largest morphological
changes occur within the first 600 s of condition E2.
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Case 3 commenced from the profile with the large berm, which constitutes a more complex case
in terms of the temporal evolution of the swash zone in the form of a step-wise evolution. The erosion
of the berm starts from the beginning of the run due to the large runup. Initially, overwash over the
initial berm transports sediment onshore into the runnel (at x > 3 m). The overwash occurs because the
wave runup (at least of the largest waves of the groups) from the beginning of the run is sufficiently
large to pass the berm (see Figure 3c). The overwash does not directly flow back and hence sediment
is deposited. At the same time, erosion at the offshore slope of the berm occurs due to the backwash
from which sediment is deposited in the inner surf zone. These processes reduce the height of the
berm crest (at x ≈ 1.5 m), subsequently allowing also smaller waves to pass the berm. This results
in further erosion of the berm between circa 600–1000 s of this run without further deposition of
sediment onshore. Only when the berm is almost fully eroded, the runnel onshore of the initial berm
continues to fill up. This detailed berm destruction by overwash measured in the present laboratory
experiments is similar to the beach scarp destruction described under natural conditions by Ruiz de
Alegría-Arzaburu et al. [45] and Bonte and Levoy [46].

The described pattern suggests that, in case 3, first, the berm height needs to reduce resulting in
a profile that is considered similar to the initial profile of case 1. Subsequently, the evolution pattern is
similar to case 1 onshore of x ≈ 4 m. Consequently, the swash evolution towards the concave (storm)
profile in case 3 appears to be temporally delayed compared to case 1 due to the large, initial berm in
case 3, which is fully eroded after circa 1000 s.

For all three cases, the bed evolution in the swash zone is the result of a sediment redistribution
within the swash and a net exchange of sediment with the inner surf zone. Case 1 leads to net import
of sediment into the swash zone, while cases 2 and 3 induce net export of sediment from the swash
into the inner surf zone.

5. Conceptual Model and Discussion

The different initial beach morphologies evolve towards the same final equilibrium profile.
Differences in the beach evolution are linked to differences in the coupling between beach morphology
and hydrodynamics in the three cases. The findings of the present study are, to some extent, also related
to the experimental conditions of medium sediment size, a relatively steep beach slope (average slope
of 1/15), and moderate wave energy conditions where the same wave condition that started from
different initial morphologies generates the same final beach configuration. Other studies, for instance
Birrien et al. [20], reported that the initial morphology can also have an effect on the final beach
configuration.

It needs to be noted that only the largest differences in hydrodyamics between the three cases
could be linked to the initial morphologies because most of the variability in the hydrodynamics
between the cases was small, especially compared to the large morphological changes. Analysis of
hydrodynamic data at an intrawave scale did not provide evidence of differences between cases to be
larger than the variability within one case which highlights limits of the measuring accuracy. Therefore,
the analysis focused on quantities averaged over the first run. Time-averaged quantities were found to
converge between cases for the subsequent runs highlighting the influence of the initial morphology
on the first run. The differences in hydrodynamics between the cases being small is related to the fact
that the generated waves are highly similar (Figure 2) and the differences only result from different
morphologies and its coupling to the hydrodynamics. An additional measuring limitation is related to
the spatial resolution of velocity measurements which were primarily acquired in the region around
the shoreline.

Despite these limitations, clear effects of the different initial beach morphologies on equilibrium
beach evolution have been identified in the present study. The core findings are summarised in
a conceptual model that is shown in Figure 10. Two different initial morphologies are presented
in Figure 10a,b, similar to case 1 and case 3, respectively, which were subjected to the same incident
wave conditions. The conceptual model has elements of the equilibrium beach state model of
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Wright et al. [4] even though the present work does not primarily look into changes between beach
states but rather focuses on the processes involved in equilibrium beach evolution.

In the case of an intermediate energy initial profile (Figure 10a), Ω of the incident wave condition
is slightly larger than the Ω0 under which the initial beach profile evolved. The existing bar plays an
important role for the equilibrium evolution as it promotes wave breaking and, hence, has a sheltering
effect for the beach. Wave breaking at the bar results in fast wave height reduction and associated
energy dissipation of all waves around the bar region with offshore sediment transport and largest
offshore mean velocity magnitudes at around the onshore limit of the breaking zone. This drives the
existing breaker bar offshore towards the equilibrium bar location of the (energetic) wave condition.
Changes in the bar shape and volume are limited, and only small additional sediment volumes are
drawn from around the breaking zone. Small, broken waves arrive at the shoreline where offshore
mean velocities are small and reduce gently over the existing, small berm. As a result, sediment
transport is onshore directed in this part of the beach where shoreline changes are limited and the
sediment of the small swash berm is moved onshore to form a concave, featureless swash profile.

In the case of a lower energy initial profile (Figure 10b), the wave energy disequilibrium is large
(Ω � Ω0), promoting fast beach evolution towards a more dissipative state [4,7]. The existing breaker
bar in shallow water becomes inactive when the higher energy wave condition starts. Outer breaking
occurs at the location where the new breaker bar forms, i.e., at the new equilibrium bar location.
The smaller waves of the group break close to the shoreline resulting in a wider breaking zone and
associated energy dissipation. This promotes offshore sediment transport in the wider breaking zone
which contributes to the generation of the new breaker bar further offshore. The swash berm is an
important feature of the low energy beach. Mean flow velocities are small at the berm crest and the
flow accelerates towards the toe of the berm, promoting erosion close to the initial shoreline. Initial
overwash presents an important process that initiates the decay of the berm.

b) Low energy profilea) Intermediate energy profile 
Ω > Ω0

Onshore qOffshore q
over narrow region

Onshore qOffshore q
over wide region

Overwash:

Large offshore
mean velocities

Small offshore
mean velocities

 initiates berm 
destruction

Small offshore
mean velocities

Large offshore
mean velocities

Ω >> Ω0

Energy dissipation

Energy
dissipation

Figure 10. Conceptual model summarising morphodynamics of equilibrium profile evolution for the
same incident wave condition and two significantly different initial morphologies. (a) Intermediate
energy profile; (b) Low energy profile. Dashed grey lines present the equilibrium profile towards which
the beach evolves.

An important aspect of the two distinct ways of beach evolution is that bulk sediment transport
is onshore directed in case 1 but offshore directed in case 3 (Figures 6 and 10). This highlights that
the same wave condition, which is classified as a high energy condition and which would, therefore,
traditionally be expected to erode the beach, can produce either onshore or offshore sediment transport
depending on the initial morphology [7,21]. In the present study, sediment is transported onshore in
the inner surf and swash zone in case 1. This is related to specific conditions in comparison to case 3
that can promote onshore sediment transport, which are the narrow breaking zone which is confined
around the breaker bar, and the weaker and more gently reducing mean offshore velocities in the
inner surf and swash zone. Onshore sediment transport despite offshore mean velocities was observed
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in previous studies which similarly linked it to weak mean currents that are not strong enough to
promote offshore transport leading to a dominance of the onshore-directed wave-related transport [43].

The present study also highlights the importance of the bar and the berm as beach features, each
of them functioning in a way to protect the beach against the wave impact. An existing, active breaker
bar promotes wave energy dissipation and migrates offshore. This does not require much additional
sediment from the inner surf and swash zone, which limits morphological changes in this region.

In case of a low energy profile, the berm presents an important protection against storm events as
it presents a large sediment volume that is eroded before further sediment is drawn from the inner surf
and swash zone. Previous studies similarly stated that a more recovered beach has a larger volume
of sediment that can be eroded initially [7,22,26]. This results in a temporal delay of the inner surf
and swash zone to arrive at its more eroded, equilibrium profile. However, the beach is generally
considered to evolve fast under energetic wave conditions [21,27,39] and hence the temporal delay has
to be considered as a temporally limited protection against wave impact. It would be of interest to
investigate further to what extent the size of the berm affects erosion in the inner surf and swash zone.
In the present study, initial overwash and resulting onshore sediment transport initiate the destruction
of the berm. In case of a larger berm, the run-up of the present wave condition may not go beyond
the berm from the beginning of the condition and hence initial berm erosion would be limited to the
offshore side of the berm. Other processes, such as strong erosion of the offshore side of the berm or
infiltration, may be of importance.

6. Conclusions

The same wave condition was run from three different initial beach morphologies in a large-scale
wave flume and resulted in a similar quasi-equilibrium beach profile. The three initial morphologies
were an intermediate energy profile, a plane profile and a low energy profile. Beach profile and
hydrodynamic measurements, as well as calculations of sediment transport and bed level changes,
were studied to explore the role of differences in the initial morphology on beach profile evolution
towards equilibrium.

The results lead to the following conclusions:

• The beach evolves towards the same final (equilibrium) morphology that is determined by
the wave condition. Different initial beach morphologies do not alter this equilibrium beach
morphology but produce different sediment transport patterns, associated with differences in the
hydrodynamics, to reach the equilibrium morphology.

• Differences in the profile morphology and hydrodynamics are largest during the first 30 min
run, highlighting an important coupling between the beach morphology and the hydrodynamics.
When the beach profile is more stable (from the second wave run), the hydrodynamic differences
that arise from the different beach morphologies, diminish and more detailed measurements
would be needed to investigate effects of morphodynamic coupling on equilibrium beach
evolution on a more detailed scale.

• The bar of the initial profile—and, more specifically, its size and location—presents an important
morphological feature for the equilibrium beach evolution. The size and location of the bar
determine if the bar controls the wave breaking location and associated wave energy dissipation.
In case of an intermediate energy profile with an existing breaker bar, wave energy dissipation is
confined around the bar in a narrow zone leading to offshore sediment transport in this region
and providing a sheltering effect for the inner surf and swash zone. In case of a low energy profile,
the initial bar does not control the wave breaking location and wave energy dissipation occurs
over a wider cross-shore region associated with offshore sediment transport.

• The large swash berm of the initial low energy profile plays an important role for the equilibrium
beach evolution. The berm presents a large source of sediment which is partly moved onshore to
fill up the runnel and partly moved offshore towards the breaker bar. Mean velocities are small at
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the berm crest with onshore sediment transport rates and accelerate quickly towards the toe of
the berm with large offshore sediment transport rates.

• A conceptual model is developed that brings together the most important aspects of the
coupling between morphology and hydrodynamics for equilibrium beach evolution for the
same incident wave condition but varying initial morphologies. The conceptual model accounts
for two importantly different initial morphologies—an intermediate energy and a low energy
profile—and accounts for various aspects, including the breaker bar, wave energy dissipation,
sediment transport, mean flow velocities and berm decay.

This study has provided insights into the evolution of different initial beach morphologies towards
the same equilibrium profile. Beach changes are highly different for different beach morphologies
where the bar and berm play an important role. Therefore, it is vital to account for the initial beach
morphology and associated hydrodynamic processes in future coastal management and modelling.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

RESIST Influence of Storm Sequencing and Beach Recovery on Sediment Transport and Beach Resilience (project title)
RWG Resistive wave gauge
AWG Acoustic wave gauge
ADV Acoustic doppler velocimeter
LBT Longshore bar–trough (beach state)
RBB Rhythmic bar and beach (beach state)
RR Ridge-runnel (beach state)
SWL Still water level
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